INFO-LETTER
Carnival of Cultures

06/07/19 – 06/10/19
We do not claim to have the best, the most unique, the
cheapest or unbeatable ice since we are the ORIGINAL.

The ICE-BlockerS ® WITH just ONE simple statement:

TRY US & OUR ICE!
WITH US YOU GET WITH >25 years of EXPERIENCE all
kinds of shapes & types of ICE & ICE equipment.

TRAIL OFFER for every trader on site:
You receive ORIGINAL ICE-BlockerS ® -branded goods with a temperature guaranty
of at least -18 degrees for storage in a FREEZER that is 30% discounted (starting at
26.-), if you take advantage of the period for pre-orders. Pre-ordering until
05/10/18 means MORE TIME for other important transactions …

&

ADDITIONALLY: DELIVERY to your BOOTH at a price of
only

15.-when pre-ordering until 05/31/19

EASYTESTING:For pre-orders for the following days you can change the amount of ice up to 50% up to 5 hours at the latest before the time of delivery.
!!! STRONG PARTNER & STRONG FLEXIBILITY !!!
®

ICE-BlockerS EISWÜRFEL, square cut - clear - big - full, 20kg-bag-article
per bag = 20 kg

EUR 11 net (13.09 incl. VAT)

ICE-BlockerS UNICRUSHED EIS*, 20kg-bag-article
®

per bag = 20 kg

EUR 12 net (14.28 incl. VAT)

*

our development to our „MAXICRUSHED EIS„. The correctly determined proportions of
the ice of the fractured ice parts to one another increases the lifetime of regular cocktails
(0,2 – 0,4L) & therefore lets them dilute later.

OPTIMAL „PRE-cooling of the quantity“= our exclusive development for the LOVEPARADE 2003/2006:
(DUE TO the insulation which is 30mm strong you get an extremely long LIFETIME when max. cooling power)

ICE-BlockerS ®ISOBLOCKEIS

per block = 44 kg EUR 20 net (23.80 incl. VAT)

ICE-BlockerS ®STYROPORBOXEN per box (30mm insulation) EUR 5.80 net (6.90 incl. VAT)

Our registered traders

can as usual have their orders delivered on site without pre-ordering and at
their usual terms of pricing.
We recommend that all NEW CUSTOMERS have our rental freezers incl. complete ice fill delivered to
their booth. That saves time, is very effective and offered at a reasonable price. Therefore you have more time
to attend to your sales and customers. ICE-BlockerS ®-wisdom: It’s no use to save 10ct. on the ice for the
cocktail. Better use your time to just sell one cocktail more! Then you have earned 19x as much (with a
profit of 2 Euros per cocktail). Please let us know your need of ice by calling 030-53781090.
VAT needs to be added on to prices without marking, on the area and the duration of the Carnival of Cultures.
Please contact the office and ask for the „on site employee„ in order to arrange for pickup/delivery.

questions at 030-537 81 090; FAX 030-53218758
INFORMATION

can also be obtained from our website

www.iceblockers.de, EMAIL:

cooldrinks@iceblockers.de
ICE-BlockerS

®

information sheet as from 05/16/19; Concerning „Handling“ we refer to our latest LETTER of questions, concerns and problems !
®

ICE-BlockerS is a registered trademark of the company WINKLER & RICHTER.
BRANCH OFFICE: Tabbertstr. 14-15, 12459 BERLIN, for orders call 030-53781090, Fax 030-53218758

